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A Few Words …
These advices, taken, several moons since, from John Lythgoe's instructions for his Formil
Model Engineering Dyna-drive kits, have proved to be useful and enduring tenets:
"Proceed with patience and due care at ALL stages and a free-running locomotive
should result."
"Allow sufficient time to spread the conversion over a number of modelling sessions."
"Work in good light conditions. Use an anglepoise-type lamp if possible. A selfsupported magnifier is a useful aid."

Safety
Our kits are intended to be assembled by adult modellers, with some workshop experience
and awareness, who are able to exercise due care and attention when handling the
materials and carrying out the various operations involved. Many of the metal components
have sharp edges. Chemical products used in assembly can be injurious through contact
with skin or eyes, ingestion or inhalation. Some processes involve high temperatures. The
user should be aware of and follow the manufacturers' or suppliers' safety data and
instructions for all tools, materials and products.

The Instructions
File Format
The instructions are available on line in both HTML and pdf formats. The HTML
versions have one page for each major section, whilst the pdf versions have a
single file for each kit.

Structure
(c) PenBits Model Railways, All Rights Reserved
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We've divided up the instructions into "narrative" paragraphs, like this one, which
indicate what is being accomplished by a particular stage,
"instruction" paragraphs, like this one, with the tick-box; "box-ticking" not our
favourite activity perhaps but nonetheless can be useful, on a printed copy, for
recording progress and making sure nothing is forgotten,
and "advisory" paragraphs, like this one, which pass on techniques that we found
useful but aren't necessarily the best way, or the only way, of achieving a result.

Printing
We have introduced a "Check List" for some of the kits, which contains the texts of
all the instruction paragraphs for the kit. This is a great deal more compact for
printing than the full instructions, and perhaps more suitable for the workshop. The Check
Lists are available only from the on-line copy of the instructions, from this Index Page.
We intend the Full Instructions to be viewed 'on-screen'. If you did need any of the
diagrams or pictures in the workshop, you could download and print them individually
(from the HTML instruction pages) to complement the Check List.
The pdf files can be printed in full or in parts to your own printer using your pdf
viewer. Full printouts in booklet form can also be produced using third party services.
For more information visit our Printing the pdf Files page.
If you wish to print out sections of the HTML instructions, they are formatted in
standard HTML/CSS but, even so, the print function in some browsers does a better
job of rendering them than others. We find that 'Print' function of the Google Chrome
browser produces a good printed result: it also gives the option of 'Save as PDF', which is
a convenient way of creating a single portable file, including all the illustrations, which you
can view or print on any device.
If your printer can produce half-size A5 prints (two per A4 sheet) or, better still,
double-sided A5 booklet printing, using those options can save a great deal of paper.

The Etches
Tags
Components are attached to the fret by small
half-etched tags. These can be cut through
using a heavy craft knife with an old, stubby,
blade (avoid the thin, pointed, 'scalpel' types,
as they will break), against a hard surface. We
keep a rigid Stanley knife expressly for this
purpose, with an old carpet trimming blade
ground to shape as shown.
Any remnants of the tag may be cleaned up
using a flat file. We have tried to avoid putting
tags on mating faces, but there are some
instances where they need to be removed
(c) PenBits Model Railways, All Rights Reserved
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thoroughly.

Slots
Some of the parts of our kits are designed to
fit, perpendicularly, either into or through slots
i n other parts. The slots are intended to
provide a loose sliding fit for the other part.
Because of variations in the degree of etching
(q.v., below), it is possible that the fit will be
looser or tighter than ideal.
Check the width of each slot with a piece
of scrap etch before assembly, preferably
before folding the slotted part. If the scrap will
not pass through, hold it in pliers or a hand vice, as shown (though make sure the part is
well supported), and work it through the slot until the loose sliding fit is achieved. In tight
spots, it is possible to use a small drill held in a pin chuck as a file.

Degree of Etching
The etch is created for us by a third party industrial manufacturer using a process of
chemical erosion. The 'Degree of Etching', i.e. how long the metal sheet is left in the
chemical bath, is a variable which is set by the skill and judgement of the operator as
each batch of sheets is produced. That dictates that the sizes of the etched parts on
different sheets can vary, within a certain tolerance, around the nominally designed
values. The variation is more significant with the relatively thick materials, that we use in
the main structural parts of our kits, than it is with the thinner materials typically used for
detail parts.
The ideal degree of etching is indicated by the slots (see above), as manufactured, being
just slightly on the tight side of the easy sliding fit required. The range of degree of
etc hing which we deem to be acceptable is from a 'lighter' etch, in which the scrap
material has to be pushed through the slot quite firmly to achieve the clearance, to a
'heavier' etch, where the fit is a little loose. We have test built our kits from etches
across this range to confirm that they may be assembled successfully.

Cusps
The chemical erosion process works equally
from each side of the metal, resulting in the
edges of the etch having shaped 'cusps' as in
the diagram here. On edges which will be
visible on the finished model, it is good practice
to file the edges of the metal flat. Many of the
edges on our kits are hidden from view.
Where edges form joints with other
components, on a 'lighter' etch the edges may
need to be filed to a flat surface to achieve a fit, whereas with a 'heavier' etch one might
leave more of the cusps in place. In places which can't be reached by a file, e.g. in acute
corners of the etch, the cusp may be pared away with a sharp knife.
(c) PenBits Model Railways, All Rights Reserved
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Folds
Folds are indicated on the etches by halfetched lines. Unless stated otherwise, all folds
are made at 90° with the half-etched line on
the inside of the fold. Most folds may be made
by holding the larger part of the workpiece in
the fingers or, for smaller items, a hand vice or
similar clamp, and then driving the fold from the
smaller part either by using smooth-jawed
pliers or by turning it over against a smooth,
flat, hard block of material such as hardwood,
metal or tufnol. For longer folds the workpiece
may be clamped between two flat, straight
edged pieces of similar material. Special folding
tools or bending bars are not necessary,
though of course you may find them useful if
you have them.
Whichever way you make a fold, try not to force its location or direction, but let the brass
bend at its weakest point as determined by the centre of the etched fold line. This should
result in a correctly positioned and symmetric fold as shown in the diagram.
The act of making the fold will work-harden the metal along the line of the fold and may
even, especially with a lighter etch, cause it to yield on the outer corner of the fold. Try,
therefore, not to work a fold unnecessarily once made, as it will become increasingly
brittle and prone to breakage. In general, folds are reinforced with a fillet of solder but
this is explicitly dealt with in the instructions for each component.

Soldering
We use Carrs 145° wire solder with either Carrs Green Label liquid flux or La-Co paste
flux, except where stated otherwise. You will develop a technique that suits yourself
and your iron, but the following notes might help as a starting point.
Flux can be applied to the workpiece using a brush, a pointed cocktail stick or (for
paste flux) a syringe. With liquid flux, reducing the surface tension of the flux, for
example by adding a drop of washing up liquid or ox-gall, may help it wet the surface. The
soldering iron bit is wiped on a damp sponge before each use. A small amount of solder
can be picked up on the bit (it might need a little flux to help it) and the bit applied to the
workpiece, holding it there until the solder 'flashes' off the bit into the joint; we are using
relatively thick material so can afford to linger with the iron and get plenty of heat to the
job. Alternatively a small length of solder wire can be cut off, placed next to the joint and
the iron brought to it. The length can be anything down to the smallest sliver (and even
that cut into smaller sections), giving precise control of the amount of solder applied.
Flux residues should be neutralized and/or cleaned off after each working session.
Green Label flux may be rinsed away with water; a little added citric acid will neutralize
it. Liquid or paste fluxes can be washed away either with a proprietary flux cleaner or a
50/50 mix of methylated spirits and water.
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Spring Winding
This section describes a method for producing coil springs, for cosmetic detailing, from
wire. The example shown uses 0.6mm brass wire formed around the shank of a 1.4mm drill,
other materials, e.g. steel or copper, can be used. Such springs will also work functionally,
though note that steel of the correct scale diameter tends to be too stiff.
The drill, forming the armature around which
the spring is to be wound, is clamped firmly
into the lathe chuck with its shank protruding.
The free end of the shank is supported by the
chuck in the tailstock, lightly clamped.
Start with a bend at the end of the wire to
form an anchor. Catch it either between the
jaws of the chuck (if they are far enough
apart), or (for smaller wire and armature diameters) within the flutes of the drill.
Using a pair of pliers to apply tension, rotate
the lathe chuck by hand to wind the wire
around the armature. Pay heed to the direction
of winding - a surprising number of diesel
bogies were fitted with left-hand wound coil
springs (sometimes with a duplex right-hand
wound coil within).

As you continue to rotate the chuck, vary the
tension and angle on the wire to get as close
as you can to the desired coil spacing (you can
adjust this later, but it's best to get as close
as possible to start with).
Keeping the coil on the armature, you can
stretch or compress the spring axially to get
the coil spacing you need.

(c) PenBits Model Railways, All Rights Reserved
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You can also use a tool such as a screwdriver
or knife blade to get the spacing. If you have
enough hands, you can do this as you wind the
spring.

Slide back the tailstock and release the spring
from the chuck.

Trim off the waste at the ends of the spring.

File the ends of the spring flat, using the free
end of the armature to support it.

Reset the armature in the chuck to the desired
length of the spring.

(c) PenBits Model Railways, All Rights Reserved
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Cut the spring slightly overlength and file the
cut end flat using the armature as a support
and length gauge.

Little beauties. Results improve with practice all very therapeutic!

Warranties
The procedures described in our instructions require the proprietary locomotive to be
dismantled and some of its components to be modified. The manufacturer's warranty will
almost certainly be rendered void by carrying out the modifications. The user should
ensure that the locomotive is free running and has no warranty issues before commencing
work.
Please follow the manufacturer's instructions for the dismantling of the locomotive.
Our instructions guide you in making modifications to components of the locomotive and
fitting the kit. The modifications, the kit and the instructions have been tested by the kit
designer and others to confirm that they are practical, serviceable and, when used as
intended, produce a working locomotive whose performance will bring much pleasure.
However, as the fitting of the kit by the user is out of our direct control, we can make no
warranty, expressed or implied, as to the performance and continued serviceability of the
locomotive following modification.

(c) PenBits Model Railways, All Rights Reserved
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Heljan Class 26/27/33: Holes
As a gentle preliminary to the main assemblies, take the etch F012 and check that a
0.5mm drill will pass the etched holes and slots, as indicated below, opening them out
with the drill if required.

(c) PenBits Model Railways, All Rights Reserved
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Heljan Bo-Bo Locos: Pivot Frames
This section describes the assembly of one of the two pivot frames. In practice you
would probably build the two frames together.
If you are a novice at soldering, the frames make good practice pieces: with this in
mind, some guidance is given for the soldering operations.
Remove one of the Pivot Frames (6) from
the fret and tidy up tags.
Test the nylon insulator for a free fit
through the central hole, opening out with
a round file or broach if necessary.
Check that the slots in the outer flanges of
the etch are clear to the material
thickness.
Make the four folds in the Pivot Frame
etch.

Remove two of the Pivot Flanges (5) from
the fret and tidy up tags.
Fit the flanges into place on the pivot
frame, ensuring that the tabs on their lower
e nds are fitted into the slots in the lower
flanges of the frame.

(c) PenBits Model Railways, All Rights Reserved
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Apply some liquid flux along the joints
between the flanges and the top face of
the frame. Clean and flux the soldering iron bit,
load it with solder, use a tool or clamp to hold
the flanges firmly in place…

…and let some solder run along those top
joints.

Remove two of the Pivot Ribs (7) from the
fret, clean up tags and slot them into
position at the sides of the assembly.

Apply liquid flux to all joints and along the
folds on one side of the assembly. Clean
and load the iron as before, and apply it to the
joints toward the top of the sides. Note how, if
you keep the iron in place for long enough, the
solder flows through all the joints and folds,
following the flux. Reload the iron and repeat
unt il all joints and folds are reinforced by
solder. Avoid applying the iron inside the
rectangular space formed by the rib and the lower flange of the frame, so that solder
doesn't flow on to the inside faces of that space.
Repeat for the joints and folds on the other side of the pivot frame.

(c) PenBits Model Railways, All Rights Reserved
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Wash the frame assembly to remove and
neutralize any remaining flux. Clean away
excess solder with scrapers or a fibreglass
burnishing tool.
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Bearing Carriers
This stage of the assembly is fixing the subframe bearings into the bearing carriers
and folding up the carriers around the bearings. The carriers are located on the fret
in two frames, each of which folds up into a jig to help to fix the bearings in the correct
place. The carriers are a little fiddly, but worth spending time to get right as they are one
of the main functional parts of the suspension.
We find it useful to use two containers to store separately the components of each
bogie; 1kg margarine tubs, for example. Within them we have 35mm film cannisters,
one for each axle, to keep the components for each wheelset together. We mark the
containers and cannisters to match the id marks etched on to the subframes, bolsters and
bearing carriers as explained below.
Separate the two subframe etches from the
fret. Remove the other components
contained within each subframe etch and store
them safely. Note that one of the subframes is
marked with a small triangular dimple. You will
find that one of the bolsters, and one set of
bearing carriers, are similarly marked. You can
use the marks, through all subsequent work, to
keep components of the two bogies separated.
Take one of the eight axle bearings and test it in one of the
subframe axle slots. It should be a free sliding fit but if it's a
bit loose don't worry. It will more likely be a little tight in which
case gently file the vertical sides of the bearing slot - take off a
little at a time equally from each side and try to keep the two
sides vertical - until the free sliding fit is achieved for the entire
depth of the slot. Now test fit the other seven bearings in the same slot. You should find
that they are all about the same size. If there is a variation, then you may wish to
individually fit the bearings to the slots. You will then need to preserve the identity of
each bearing through subsequent operations (there are marks etched on the bearing
carriers and the subframes to assist with that - see below). But do bear in mind that, as
we have no coupling rods, the accuracy of this fit is by no means as critical as it would be
if we were building a steam locomotive. Whatever you choose to do, dress the remaining
seven bearing slots to get the free sliding fit for each of the bearings.
Put the subframes in their containers safely to one side for now.
Test fit the axle bearings on the 2mm replacement axles. They should be a free
running fit. Remove any burrs or swarf from the front and rear faces of the bearings.
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Remove the bearing carrier frames from the
main etch. DO NOT at this stage separate
the bearing carriers from the frames.

The individual bearing carriers
each have small half-etched
identification marks. You can use these
in conjunction with corresponding marks
on the subframes to ensure that each
carrier is always mated with the same
subframe slot.

Test fit the bearings in the large central
holes in the carriers. The body of the
bearing (excluding the flange) should pass
through the hole. If necessary, gently relieve
the holes with a round needle file, working
evenly around the edges, until the bearings
pass through.

The folds in the bearing carrier frames are
best made in bending bars, or between
any two trued and parallel surfac es clamped
together. Use a rigid piece of flat material to
make each bend simultaneously along its whole
length. This will help minimise any unwanted
distortion in the fret.
Note that Fold 3 is a jig fold, made along the tags at the base of the carriers.

(c) PenBits Model Railways, All Rights Reserved
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Make Fold 1, check that all sections of it are at 90°,
and reinforce it with solder. Be sparing with the
solder; you don't really want to get any on the carrier
faces to the inside of the fold.

Apply a small amount of liquid flux to the
slots on the outside of the fold, then get a
small amount of solder on the iron and touch it
against the central slot on the outside of the
fold on each bearing carrier. You will see the
solder flash along the joint to the other slots.
Repeat for the two sections of fold on the
carrier frame.
Make Fold 2. You will need a thin, firm, flat piece of
material to drive this fold; a robust steel rule (not a
thin springy one!) works OK. If anything, overfold beyond
90° just very slightly.

Make Fold 3, to approximately 45°. Note that this fold
is along the line of the tags at the base of each
carrier, forming part of the frame assembly jig, and is not
a part of the finished carriers.

(c) PenBits Model Railways, All Rights Reserved
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This is a view of the folded carrier
frames. Fold 3 has been made to 90° in
this case, but anything over about 45° will do.

Stick a length of double-sided tape, large
enough to take one of the carrier frames,
onto a clean, flat, heatproof working surface.
Ensure the tape is firmly smoothed down on
the surface, with no air bubbles or foreign
bodies trapped underneath.
Remove the backing paper from the tape,
take it to one side and place on it four of
the axle bearings, flanged face down. Place the
carrier frame, inverted as shown, over the four
bearings with the bearings passing through the
four holes.
Use the backing paper to carry the four
bearings and frame on to the double sided
tape, then slide the backing paper away,
leaving the four bearings in contact with the
tape and held in position by the carrier frame.
Press the bearings firmly into place on the tape
and remove the carrier frame. Repeat for the
other carrier frame.

Using a cocktail stick, place a thin fillet of
multipurpose grease around the flange root
of each bearing. This will ensure that the area
is kept free of solder when the bearings are
fixed into the carriers. An alternative is to use
a permanent marker: the ink should resist the
flow of solder.
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Place the carrier frame, the correct way
up, over the bearings and press down
firmly the back of the frame and carriers,
above Fold 2, on to the tape, as shown
here. The unflanged end of each bearing
should protrude from the face of its carrier
by a very small amount (not quite as much
as in the sketch), and the faces of the
carriers should be parallel with the end faces
of the bearings.
Using a cocktail stick, apply a small amount
of flux around the join between the
protruding part of each bearing and the face of
its carrier. Holding a bearing in place with a
heat insulating instrument, to make sure it
doesn't move, bring the iron with a small
amount of solder to the join between bearing
and carrier, and let the solder flash round the
joint. Repeat for the other bearings. A small
amount of solder may appear on the bearing
outer surface under the inner face of the carrier but most of the bearing outer surface, in
particular within about 0.5mm of the flange, should be free of solder.
Remove any excess solder from the front
faces of the bearings.

Free the frets from the working surface.
Weaken the bond of the double sided tape with a soak in methylated spirits and slide a
Stanley knife blade or a similar thin strip of metal under the fret and bearings to break
the bond of the tape without causing too much distortion.
Unfold Fold 3 and separate the individual bearing carrier assemblies from the frame.
Take care, as the top parts of the carriers are quite fragile at this stage: it may be
best to leave cleaning up the tags until after the folding and soldering stages below.
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Taking each carrier in turn, clamp it firmly
into a vice (a hand-held vice is ideal for
this) across the ends of the bearing with the
bottom of the bearing carrier protruding. File
away any remnants of the tag from the lower
edge of the carrier.

Working against a hard, flat surface, make
the fold at the base of the bearing carrier.

Then, invert the carrier in the vice so that
the carrier top is projecting. Fold in the
ears at the top of the carrier. You may find
that the ear catches against the top flange:
do not apply brute force, but adjust Fold 2
and/or the direction of the applied force, and
you will find that it folds easily. Folding against
a block, as shown, gives a good, tight fold.
Apply a small amount of flux (cocktail
stick!) to the folds and butt joints around
the top of the carrier and flash in some solder to reinforce the folds and form a fillet
between the lower edges of the ears and the top of the carrier body. Clean off any solder
which adheres to the outer faces of the ears.
Run a 0.5mm drill through the space between the bearing and the top carrier flange to
clear any solder which has got into that space, to provide a 0.5mm running clearance
for the primary spring wire.
Here are some images of the carriers with all the folds having been made.
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Taking each subframe etch in turn, check that the carrier
assemblies can slide freely in their respective subframe slots (see
the next paragraph for a solution to bearing misalignment). It is as
well at this point to associate each bearing assembly with a slot
according to the markings on the bearing carriers and subframes,
whether or not you have individually matched the bearings with slots.
File away any burrs from the outer edges of the carrier tops. The fit
along the line of the axle, i.e. of the subframe plate between the
bearing flange on one side and the inner facing edges of the carrier on the other, should
be quite loose to accommodate tilting of the axle. Check that all traces of the tag are
removed from the edge of the bottom face of the carrier, as otherwise it can bind with
the lower edge of the subframe slot.
Although the aim is to have the bearing
flange parallel with the front face of the
carrier, a certain amount of misalignment can
be tolerated. If, however, you find that the
subframe side is 'pinched' between the two,
then an individual carrier assembly can be
corrected by clamping the back of the top of
the carrier against a flat working surface. The
soldering iron can then be applied to the
bearing to melt the joint between bearing and
carrier and allow the back of the bearing to be
held down against the same surface. This
should set the correct alignment.
That completes the bearing carrier assemblies. To finish off, clean them up to remove
any flux residues, and return them to their respective containers.
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Heljan Class 26/27/33 Bolster
This section describes the construction of one of the two bogie bolsters. In
practice you would probably build the two bolsters together.
Remove the Bolster Rib/Top (3) from the
fret, and clean up tabs all round.
Fold over the top of the frame 90°.

Clean up the faces of one of the 2mm brass
nuts to remove any machine oil and grease
and prepare for soldering.
Apply some grease to the top few threads
of the screw and its head.

From the outside, pass the screw through
the central hole in the top of the bolster
frame, thread on the nut and tighten up. Check
that the nut is central and flat to the face of
the bolster top.
Re-check the fold for squareness.
Apply flux around the nut and run in a fillet
of solder immediately around the nut.
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Remove the Bolster Frame (2) from the fret.
Make the two folds in the frame, ensuring
each is at 90° and that the frame rests
squarely on its 'feet' on a flat surface.

Clamp the Bolster Frame and Rib/Top
together, ensuring that the top is at 90° to
the base. Solder up first around the top of the
assembly…

…then the 'legs'.

Remove the M2 screw from the nut (it
should have been prevented from being
soldered in place by the grease) and clean up
the top face of the bolster.
That concludes
assembly.

the

bogie

bolster
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Heljan Class 26/27/33 Subframe
This section describes the construction of one of the two bogie subframes. In
practice you would probably build the two subframes together.
The subframe etches (8) have already
been removed from the fret to test-fit
the bearings in the axle slots.
Take the main subframe etch (8) and
ensure that the three etched vertical slots
and two notches in each side are clear to take
the material thickness.
Make the two main longitudinal folds, each
of which is in two parts, over the transom
sections under each axle slot.

Check that the folds are made accurately
to 90°, and that the whole subframe is true
and square.

Remove the inner stretcher (D20) from the
detail fret. Check that the two vertical
slots are clear to take the material thickness.
The stretcher etches have flange detail
half-etched into parts of their edges.
Don't mistake this for etching cusps and
remove it in error.
Fold over one of the flanges of the
stretcher. The stretcher is rather fragile in this state, so it is best to make the fold in
bending bars to avoid distortion. Also note that the ends of the component are not bent
as part of the fold.
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Now fold over the second flange…

…the fold can be started in the bars…

…but needs to be finished off over a
narrow, rigid edge.

Finally, check that the two flanges are
parallel and at 90° to the base of the
stretcher, adjusting as required.

Fit the stretcher to one end of the
subframe. The correct way up is with the
two slots in one of the flanges, between the
subframe sides, facing UPwards (NOT as shown
in the photo). The stretcher can go at either
end of the subframe.
Apply flux and solder to the joints to the
inner faces of the subframe sides, and let
the solder flash around the joints. This gives
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the best chance of keeping the slots for the primary springs clear. Use a 0.5mm drill to
open them if they do become obstructed.
Similarly fold and fit the outer stretcher
(D21 or D22). The correct way up for this
one is with the two slots in one of the flanges,
between
the
subframe
sides,
facing
DOWNwards
Check the subframe sides for verticality and
consistent width overall, making any
adjustments as required. Reinforce the main
subframe folds with solder, taking care to keep
solder clear of the region 0.5mm or so around the bearing slots.
Remove two of the Seat / Ear (9) etches,
one of each hand, from fret F012 and make
the folds in each one.

Apply flux to the face of one of the etches
and fit it, from the inside of the subframe,
through the central slot and the two notches
on the top edge of the subframe side, choosing
the side on which the etch obscures the two
holes adjacent to the slot. Support the etch in
place, apply a loaded iron to the top edge of
t he joint and allow the solder to flash around
the joint.

Repeat for the Seat / Ear etch on the other
side of the subframe.
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Take the bolster for this subframe (NB the
triangular identification marks) and test fit
the bolster over the rounded ears projecting
from the central vertical slots in the subframe
sides. A sliding fit (i.e. with slight resistance) is
ideal.
If the fit is tight, you can file gently the outer
edges of the ears, maintaining the curved
shape as far as possible.
If the fit is loose, the legs of the bolster may be firmly, but carefully, bent slightly
inwards.
On the detail fret F013 or F014, separate
the etched nuts from the Bolster Supports
(D7) and store them safely away.
Remove two of the Bolster Support etches
(D7) from the detail fret.
The Bolster Supports form the functional longitudinal restraints for the bolster, as
well as being a base for the cosmetic secondary spring detail. The vertical
longitudinal restraints also represent a pair of hangers for the secondary suspension.
There is another pair of hangers, of which there are two types:
The first type, fitted to all Class 33 and most Class 26/27s, drops from angled brackets
inside the longitudinal restraints.
The second type, fitted to some Class 26 and 27 (?), has an extra 'T' section plank
running under the secondary spring seats, suspended by forked hangers dropping from
angled brackets outside the longitudinal restraints.
The Bolster Supports may be folded in two ways to represent either the inside or outside
hanger brackets, as described in separate sections below.
The Bolster Supports are easily bent out of
alignment, so proceed carefully. The photo
shows one in bending bars, ready to make the
first bends.

Inside Hanger Brackets
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Make the 90° folds to form the angled
brackets, with the etched fold lines on the
outside of the folds. The fold continues beyond
the etched line across the angled, half-etched
part of the bracket. Apply localised pressure
there, or finish it off with pliers against an
anvil, to make as tight a fold as you can.
Make the innermost of the two folds
towards the top of each angled bracket.
Reinforce the fold with a tiny amount of flux
and solder, keeping solder away from the
second fold.

Make the second fold at the top of each
angled bracket…

…and reinforce it with a tiny amount of
solder.

Make the two remaining folds in the Bolster
Support to make the vertical legs which
form the functional longitudinal restraints for
the bolster. Do not apply solder to these as
yet.
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Make final tweaks to the aligment of the
vertical legs to fit the Bolster Support into
position in the slots in the side of the
subframe.

Outside Hanger Brackets
Make the 90° folds to form the angled
brackets, with the etched fold lines on the
inside of the folds. The fold continues beyond
the etched line across the angled, half-etched
part of the bracket. Apply localised pressure
there, or finish it off with pliers against an
anvil, to make as tight a fold as you can.

Make the innermost of the two folds
towards the top of each angled bracket,
folding to 90° but with the etched fold lines on
t he outsides of the folds. Reinforce each fold
with a tiny amount of flux and solder, keeping
solder away from location of the second fold.

Make the second of the two folds towards
the top of the bracket, again to 90° and
with the etched fold lines on the outsides of
the folds…
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…you will find that the etch will prefer to
bend to a simi-circular profile rather than a
pair of 90° bends. Try as far as you can to
keep the bends symmetrical.
Make the two remaining folds in the Bolster
Support to make the vertical legs which
form the functional longitudinal restraints for
the bolster. Do not apply solder to these as
yet. Make final tweaks to the aligment of the
vertical legs to fit the Bolster Support into
position in the slots in the side of the
subframe.

Fitting Bolster Supports to Subframe
Whichever type of hanger brackets you have folded up, the remainder of the
instructions in this section apply.
Hold the Bolster Support in place against
the side of the subframe and secure it in
place with solder applied to the outer faces of
the verticals where they pass through the slots
in the subframe. Avoid getting solder on the
inside faces of the verticals.

This photo shows a pair of Bolster
Supports, folded to represent the
outside hanger brackets, fitted in place.
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Fitting Bolster to Longitudinal Restraints
Match up the subframe and its bolster once
more.

Fit the curved-ended extensions to the legs
of the bolster to be a free sliding fit
between the vertical faces of the bolster
supports.
Gently file the curves as required, maintaining
the curved shapes and taking equal amounts
off each extension on each side, as far as
possible. You might need to mark which side of
the bolster is which, if the fits are different.

That concludes the assembly of the functional parts of the sprung bogie.
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Heljan Class 26/27/33: Preparing
the Locomotive
In this section, we dismantle the loco to remove the bogies and fit the etched Pivot
Frames into the chassis block. The original Heljan bogie pivots are not at the bogie
centres, they are a couple of mm further in towards the centre of the loco than they
should be. The etched Pivot Frames correct this discrepancy.
Following the manufacturers' recommendations for running-in, ensure that the
locomotive is performing smoothly and to your satisfaction generally. Deal with any
issues now, especially those covered by warranty or your basic statutory rights as
customer, before making any modifications.
Separate the body moulding from the
chassis block of the locomotive according
to the manufacturer's instructions.
Gently slide four cocktail sticks between
the body and chassis block, one to the side
of each body retaining clip, just far enough to
hold the clips clear of the chassis block so that
the body may be slipped easily off the block.
Remove the buffer beams from the ends of the chassis block: lever their securing
spigots gently out of the block.
Make a note of the identification of the
sockets on the circuit board to which the
two wire power feeds from each bogie are
connected. Note also to which side of each
bogie the wires go. Unplug the power feeds
from the circuit board, and unship the circuit
board from its rubber retaining lugs.
Remove one of the bogies from the chassis
block.
Unclip the top cover of the drive unit, as
shown. This will allow the two halves of the
drive unit to be separated slightly, releasing
the worm and bearings, and allowing the
bottom of the circular part of the 'yoke' to be
unclipped from the drive unit.
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Remove the plastic yoke.
Strong finger pressure, to lift the edge of
the moulded ring over the edges of the
chassis block, will allow the yoke to be slid
sideways as shown, at which point one end of
the moulding becomes free of the block. The
moulding is then easily removed.

Assign the bogie to one or other of your sets of etched bogie parts, marking the drive
unit and chassis block accordingly.
Similarly remove the other bogie.
Take the Pivot Frames and offer them up
into place on the chassis block, with the
holes in the sides of the frames lining up with
those in the chassis block through which the
plastic pivot yokes were located, and
orientated so that the pivot holes in the top
centres of the frames are further out towards
the ends of the loco than the original pivots.

Remove any projecting lumps from the
chassis block to give a flat land for the
base flanges of the pivot frames.
The frames may be secured by lengths
of 3mm rod inserted through the holes in
the sides of the chassis casting and engaging
in the rectangular sockets in the sides of the
frame assemblies. The plastic cylindrical shafts
of the original yokes make suitable rods for this
purpose if you are prepared to sacrifice them.
Alternatively holes are provided in the pivot
frames to allow drilled and tapped screw fixings to be made.
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Take a length of 3mm plastic rod and file a
flat in its upper surface such that it will fit
end-on into the rectangular socket at the side
of the pivot frame, its lower curved surface
sitting in the half-etched slot in the lower
flange of the frame. The rod should be a snug
fit in the socket; take care not to distort the
frame. The flat should be no longer than the
depth of the socket. Cut the rod off to about
7mm length and prepare three more similar
rods.
Place one of the pivot frames in position in
the chassis block and insert a rod into each
side, through the holes in the sides of the
chassis block.
Centralize the frame and mark the rods where they exit the chassis block. Dismantle,
and trim the rods to length so that their outer ends will be flush with the block when
the frame is centrally positioned.
Repeat for the other pivot frame.
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Heljan 4-wheel bogies: Fitting
Wheelsets
Four 2mm diameter plain-ended axles are required. Pin-pointed ends should be
removed. If you are using ready-assembled wheelsets it will be necessary to remove
at least one of the wheels from the axle.
For discussion on the possible choices of wheels, see the Wheels and Axles section of the
Technical Description page on the website.
Clip the top covers on to the drive units. This will prevent the units from falling apart
while you then spring off the bottom covers to access the wheelsets.
Remove the four OO wheelsets from the drive units, dismantle them and recover the
four final drive gears.
We use one of the axles to check for lateral play. It is important that there is
sufficient play, for the subsequent free-running of the loco: a little loose is better
than a little tight.
Take one of the axles, slide on its bearing carriers and fit its wheels to the correct
back-to-back measurement.
Test fit the axle in the bogie subframe to determine the amount of lateral play. There
should be just a little; enough to allow the wheelset to tilt such that the wheel on one
side is raised about 1mm with respect to that on the other, and to allow the wheels to
spin freely.
If there is too much play, strip down the wheelset and insert 2mm washers (half- and fullthickness washers are provided on the main fret), between the axle bearings and the
wheels, as required.
If there is insufficient lateral play, even with no washers fitted, then strip down the
wheelset and reduce the inner width of the wheel bosses accordingly.
Record the washer configuration you arrived at and dismantle the wheelset. If you had
to reduce the inner wheel bosses, repeat the operation on the remaining wheels.
Now we can fit the Heljan gears to the
new axles and assemble the wheelsets.
Do the following for each axle.
If you have one wheel already fitted to the
axle, slide on the required number of
washers adjacent to that wheel, then the
bearing carrier (ears facing the wheel).
If you are using the 'American' pickup system
make sure that the insulated wheel is adjacent
to the carrier for the insulated side of the
bogie.
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Slide one of the Heljan final drive gears into position centrally on the axle. The gear
should be a tight fit on to the axle, sufficient to transmit drive forces without slipping.
Take care to ensure that the gear is centrally located on the axle.
Slide the bearing carriers, then any washers required, on to the axle.
Fit the wheels to the axle to the correct back-to-back measurement.
Test fit the axle in its slot to confirm that there is sufficient lateral play.
Lubricate the bearings with a light machine oil and ensure that the oil is taken in to all
the axle-bearing interfaces.
That completes the assembly of the wheelsets.
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Heljan Class 26/27/33: Springs,
Bogie Assembly and Rolling Test
Spring wire sizes are listed on the card inserts that come with the kits.
Take each of the four lengths of primary
spring wire and make a 90° bend, 2mm from
one end, in each wire. Trim the long length of
the wire to 66mm (it will be trimmed to exact
length later).
Cut four lengths of the secondary spring
wire, each 24mm long. Make a 90° bend in each wire, 2mm from one end.
Take one of the bogie subframes and slot
its two wheelsets into place.

Take one of the primary spring wires,
and thread it into place as shown in the
diagrams here. It passes through first the
inner stretcher, then the carrier for the
inner axle, then the central spring seat,
then the carrier for the outer axle, then
the outer stretcher.
If the wire will not pass freely through a carrier, use a 0.5mm drill to clear any excess
solder from between the bearing and the carrier etch.
Press a small lump of Blu-tak into the
channel of the rear stretcher to retain the
spring.
Similarly fit the primary spring on the other
side of the bogie.
Similarly fit wheelsets and primary springs
to the second bogie. You now have two
rolling bogies with fully functioning equalized
primary suspension.
Do a hand-powered rolling test to check for any tight bearings, wobbly wheels etc. It
is easiest to correct such things at this stage.
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The chassis should be free-running - the wheels should turn easily under the self-weight
of the bolster and subframe when pulled along track. If a wheelset is sticky, check bearing
alignment, BB measurement and verticality of subframe sides. Pay attention to the path of
the spring through each bearing carrier: a small obstruction can twist the bearing,
insufficient lateral play can pull the spring inwards.
Now take the bolster assemblies and pair
them up with their respective bogie
subframes.
Pass a pair of the secondary springs
through the holes in each side of one of the
bolsters. Retain the springs in position with
short lengths of wire insulation, as shown.

Slide the bolster vertically into position, at
the same time clipping the secondary
springs into place in their seats.
Here the secondary springs are shown
resting on their seats…

…and here are clipped into their seats.
Similarly fit the other bolster to its bogie.

The bolsters are secured into the pivot
frames using the M2 screws and nylon
insulators provided in the kit. A plastic card
spacer is fixed to the top of the bolster, the
thickness of the spacer being selected to
produce the desired ride height for the loco.
The nylon insulator is shortened so that the
screw can clamp the pivot frame, spacer and bolster up together without the insulator
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touching the top of the bolster.
The brass washer (4) can be omitted. It is useful as a soldering tag for the pickup wire if
using 'American' current collection.
On a piece of plastic card (60thou if using
3'7" wheels, 40thou if using 3'9" wheels),
mark out two rectangles 5.5mm x 17mm. Find
the centres of the rectangles and drill a 3mm
diameter hole at each, to clear the main body
of the nylon insulators. Cut out the rectangles,
and deburr their edges.

Shorten the nylon insulators so that the
unflanged part is about 0.5 - 0.7mm long.
You can put the insulator over a 2 or
2.1mm drill, held in a pin chuck. This will
prevent the insulator from collapsing while you
roll it on the edge of a hard surface and make
the cut with a sharp knife.

With the Pivot Frames fitted into the loco chassis block, fit the bogies - with their
plastic spacers - into the frames, assembling the pivot components as shown in the
diagram above. Swivel the bogies into position for straight track, and do up the M2 screws
sufficiently to clamp the components fairly firmly together.
Place the loco onto a piece of straight, level track and check the ride height. If
necessary, substitute different thicknesses of plastic card spacer until the desired
height is achieved.
Ride height is normally set to give a nominal buffer height of around 13.8mm above
rail level. You may well find that there is a variation in the order of 0.5mm over the
four buffers, just in the way that they've been fitted to the loco. You might also wish to
put the body back on to the loco and check for maximum height overall, and then reflect
on whether the manufacturer has got the buffers in the right place. Ultimately, working to
tenths of millimetres, it will be a judgement call as to exactly where the correct ride
height lies.
Once you are satisfied with the spacers, glue them to the tops of the bolsters. Clamp
them up against the pivot frames, using the M2 screws, while the glue sets.
Once the glue has set, mark the projecting threads of the pivot screws, remove and
shorten them so they project no more than a thread's turn below the captive nuts.
Lightly coat the top of the bolster with silicone or multipurpose grease.
Refit the pivot screws and do them up until there is just a very light preload between
the bolster top and pivot frame. You are aiming for a setting which allows the bogie to
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swivel freely, but prevents the bolster from rocking in the frame. You may well find that
the screws slacken off as the bogies swivel: don't worry about that for now, in the final
assembly they'll be retained by a thread locker.
You can now do static and rolling (pushed or pulled) tests to check ride height, body
clearances, track-holding and suspension behaviour. It's helpful to clear any gremlins
now, before the mechanical drives and detail are fitted. It is also extremely satisfying to
feel how the locomotive moves with its sprung suspension.
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Heljan Class 26/27/33: Cosmetic
Bogie Detail, First Fix
This section deals with a first fit of the side frames to the etched bogie subframe.
You will possibly be keen to get the loco running, so it could be left until later if you
wish. However, if you do this first fit of the sideframes now, you can make sure that the
ride height you have set gives the correct positioning of the bogie sides relative to the
loco body.
Unplug the four sideframe mouldings from
the drive units. Mark the rear faces of the
two from the bogie having the triangular
symbol, so that their locations on the loco are
uniquely identified.
Remove the cab steps: working from the
inside face of each sideframe, push out the
two retaining studs for each set of steps.
Use a press to push out the two studs a little at a time to avoid breaking them.
Shorten the two mounting turrets on each
sideframe to project 4mm from the inside
face of the sideframe.

Cut away the secondary spring detail from
the sideframe, cutting so as to preserve as
much as possible of the height of the detail.
(On more recent models, the secondary spring
detail may be a separate moulding assembled
on to the sideframe. If this is the case,
separate the detail from the sideframe).
We found that a razor saw, cutting along a
line scribed onto the inside face of the
sideframe, offered the most controlled way of
removing the spring detail.
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Clean up the lower edge of the subframe
side, where the cut was made.

The cosmetic secondary springs will be refitted later.
At each end of the sideframes, note where
the flange detail ends, on the top and
bottom of the main side members. This
coincides with the edges of the top and
bottom flanges of the kit's end stretchers.
Along the cut line indicated by the arrows…

…remove the material above…
This one has been cut just a little too far
back: try to make the cut at the position
shown by the downward-pointing arrow above,
rather than in the obvious gap in the moulding.

…and below the flanges…
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…and clean up the cuts to leave a residual
'transom stub' whose height is such that it
will slide between the top and bottom flanges
of the stretchers.

Remove material from the inside faces of
the transom stubs…

…so that the sideframe can be slid into
position with its mounting turrets over the
etched outriggers and with the transom stubs
fitting within the section of the etched
stretchers.

You may need to file away a little of the
inside face of each mounting turret to clear
the hanger details…
Bracket for outside hangers shown here.

…and perhaps a little of the inside face of
the sideframe to clear the hanger detail
etches, depending on how they've folded up.
Bracket for inside hangers shown here.
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At the inner end of each sideframe, remove
further material from the inner face of the
transom stub to form a housing for the rightangled offset of the primary spring wire.

Make final adjustments so that, when the
turrets are pushed fully home on the
outriggers, the curves of the transom stubs
line up with those half-etched onto the inside
faces of the stretchers. Take the opportunity
to correct any bowing of the mouldings.
Ensure, too, that the sideframe tops are
parallel with the tops of the subframes.

File a small chamfer on the top inside edge
of each turret, to allow the secondary
springs to be inserted or removed with the
sideframe in place.

That concludes the first fix of the bogie
sideframes.
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Heljan Class 26/27/33: Cosmetic
Bogie Detail, Second Fix
This section deals with a the remainder of the non-functional cosmetic detail. It can
be postponed until after the drive units have been fitted and the loco run under
power. There are a lot of words to follow, but most of the operations take longer to
describe than to do. Having said that, some of the detail, in particular the brake gear, is
rather fiddly to assemble. It is up to you how much of it you decide to fit. None of it has
any effect on the operation of the suspension.
Whichever parts you do include, we advise that you fit them in the order listed below,
with the bogies removed from the loco and wheelsets and/or drive units removed from the
bogies.
Secondary Suspension
Inside Hangers
O utside Hangers

Brake Lever Brackets
Brake Hangers & Shoes
Brake Pull Rods
Class 26/27
Class 33

Brake Levers
Handbrake Mechanism
AWS Support
Outer End Detail
Class 26/27
Class 33

Finishing Touches

Secondary Suspension
On the Bolster Supports (D7) already fitted
to the bogie subframes, smooth the cusps
from the outer edges of the horizontal base
and the lower parts of the vertical supports.
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Take the detail frets F013 or F014 and
locate the Bolster Laminates (D4, D5, D6).
Drill the two larger holes in each part to clear
the 0.45mm wire supplied.
Remove the Bolster Laminates (D4, D5, D6)
from the detail frets.

Using one of the laminates as a template, drill two 0.45mm dia, about 2mm deep, holes
close to the edge of a flat block of jig material, such that the Bolster Support on the
subframes can be positioned over the holes with its lower horizontal face resting on the
jig.

Secondary Suspension - Inside Hangers
Cut two lengths of 0.45mm wire which,
when inserted into the holes in the jig,
project 5mm from the face of the jig.

Take two of the etched nuts which were
originally attached to the Bolster Supports
(D7). Place each one on the surface of the jig,
'spear' it with one of the 0.45mm wires and
insert the wire into its hole in the jig.

Thread the lower (D6)…
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…and middle (D5) Bolster Laminates over
the wires, applying flux to the laminates as
you go. For appearance, arrange the sides
which had the central tag towards the edge of
the jig, to face inboard when fitted to the
bogie frame.

Returning to the bogie frame, slot the top
Bolster Laminate (D4) into place around the
vertical upstands of the Bolster Supports.
Apply flux and slide it down on to the top
surface of the horizontal part of the support.

Lower the Bolster Support on to the jig,
threading it, and the upper laminate, on to
the upstanding 0.45mm wires…

…and engaging the top ends of the wires in
the half etched slots on the insides of the
angle bracket detail.
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Apply a clamping force to bring all the
laminations of the bolster detail together…
…and apply solder to the ends of the
bolster plank, lingering with the iron until it
flashes through all the joints in the plank.

Remove the bogie frame from the jig. File
around the ends of the bolster plank to
reduce the laminated appearance, and smooth
the edge detail with a glass-fibre brush.

Trim the lower ends of the 0.45mm wires,
leave a little projecting below the lower
edges of the nuts to represent the threaded
ends of the hanger rods.

Secondary Suspension - Outside Hangers
Cut two lengths of 0.45mm wire which, when inserted into the holes in the jig, project
2-3mm from the face of the jig.
Thread the lower (D6) and middle (D5) Bolster Laminates over the wires, applying flux
to the laminates as you go. For appearance, arrange the sides which had the central
tag towards the edge of the jig, to face inboard when fitted to the bogie frame.
Returning to the bogie frame, slot the top Bolster Laminate (D4) into place around the
vertical upstands of the Bolster Supports. If your loco has leaf secondary springs, fit
the laminate with the circular spring pan detail facing downwards. Apply flux and slide it
down on to the top surface of the horizontal part of the support.
Lower the Bolster Support on to the jig, threading it on to the upstanding 0.45mm
wires. Apply a clamping force to bring all the laminations of the bolster detail together.
Apply solder to the ends of the bolster plank, lingering with the iron until it flashes
through all the joints in the plank.
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Remove the bogie frame from the jig. File around the ends of the bolster plank to
reduce the laminated appearance. If your loco has leaf secondary springs, file off the
widened part of the outside edge of the plank.
Trim the ends of the 0.45mm wires, filing them down flush with the top and bottom
faces of the bolster plank.
Remove the vertical (D8) and horizontal (D3) parts of the outside spring hangers from
the detail frets.
Slot the part D3 into the space between the upstands on part D8.
Offer up the spring hangers to the lower face of the secondary spring bolster,
engaging the forked ends of the upstands into the folded angle bracket details of the
Bolster Supports (D7).
Align the spring hangers centrally on the bolster, and solder in place.

Brake Lever Brackets
Locate the Brake Lever Brackets (D11) on
the detail frets F013 or F014. Drill through
the smaller holes in each bracket to clear the
0.45mm wire supplied.
Remove the brackets from the detail frets
and make the two folds in each support.

Fit the brackets in place at the ends of the
stretchers. There are two types - the ones
with the small slots in their ends go at the
inner end of the bogie (that's the end with the
slots in the top flange of the stretcher). You
will find that they need to be inserted at an
angle to hook in to the ends of the stretchers…

… and then be swung round into place.
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Apply flux to the inside faces of the
locating ears of each bracket, hold the ear
firmly against the base of the stretcher
channel, and solder in place. Also apply a
touch of flux and solder to reinforce the
folded-over part of the bracket.

Remove the moulded representations of the
levers from the plastic sideframes…

…taking them down to the point that the
sideframe will just slide in under the ends of
the brackets.

Also remove additional material from the
insides of the transom stubs of the
sideframes…

…so that they will slide into place over the
locating ears of the brackets.
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Brake Hangers & Shoes
Locate the brake gear details on the detail
frets: the shoes D10…

…the outer hangers D9a-b…

…and the inner hangers D9c-d.
Drill out the holes to pass the wires
supplied with the kit: the 0.32mm brass
wire at the locations indicated by the green
arrows (3) (the shoe pivot points in all
components and the lower bosses of inner
hangers D9c-d) and the 0.6mm brass wire
where indicated by the red arrows (6) (the
mounting points of all hangers D9 and the cross
rod location in the inboard outer hangers D9a).
Hold the fret against a hard flat surface while drilling to support the components while
allowing the drill to pass through, a screwdriver to wedge the bosses against the edge
of the fret can also help prevent the bosses twisting on their tags.
Place the fret on a hard working surface
with the fret labelling face downwards. Fold
over the bosses at the top and bottom of the
outer hangers D9a-b…
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…and at the bottom of inner hangers D9cd. The 180° folds are made with the halfetched tag on the insides of the folds. Align
the holes in the bosses at the bottom of the
inner hangers D9c-d, to pass the 0.31mm wire.
Use a small screwdriver to hold down the
fret and define the location of each fold,
and another small screwdriver or scalpel to lift
the boss and fold it over.
Cut the tag at one end of each of the
brake shoes D10, and fold over one half of
each shoe onto the other. Again these folds
are 180° with the half-etched tags on the
insides of the folds.

Take a flat piece of jig material and drill a
0.6mm vertical hole, around 2mm deep, into
the flat face. Cut a length of 0.6mm wire and
insert it into the hole to leave the wire
projecting about 4mm from the face of the jig.
Finish the end of the wire to remove any burrs,
and smear a thin layer of grease over the wire.

Remove a pair of the outer hangers D9a-b,
and one of the brake shoe sets, D10, from
the fret.
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Thread the inboard outer hanger, D9a, with
its folded-over bosses facing upwards, over
the 0.6mm wire - use the hole towards the top
of the hanger (the one further from the brake
shoe). Slide the hanger down the wire to rest
flat against the face of the jig.
Using the hanger as a template, drill a
0.35mm diameter hole about 1mm into the
jig, at the location of the brake shoe pivot pin.
Thread the shoe set, D10, onto a length of
0.31mm wire, and 'spear' the wire through
the hanger D9a and in to the 0.35mm hole.
Slide the shoe set down the wire onto the
hanger.

Take the outboard outer hanger, D9b, and
orientate it with its shoe pivot nut detail
facing upwards. Thread it on to the 0.35mm
wire and slide it down on to the shoe detail, at
the same time engaging its 0.6mm hole on to
the 0.6mm wire projecting from the jig.

Align the components and apply flux to the
tread edges of the brake shoe laminations.
Apply a clamping force to hold the components
together, apply solder to the tread edges of
the brake shoe and allow it to flash through
the components.

Apply further flux to the top and bottom of
the hangers and solder up the bosses there
(only a tiny amount of solder is required).
Use the projecting length of 0.31mm wire to
pull the assembled brake hanger away from
the jig. You may find that you need to give an
additional lift with a scalpel blade to slide the
hanger up the 0.6mm wire.
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Trim the 0.31mm wire. You can finish it
flush with the nut detail or leave a small
stud projecting: several variations can be
observed on the prototype locos.
Repeat the above for the remaining outer
hangers D9a-b, re-using the 0.35mm hole
drilled in the jig.
Remove a pair of the inner hangers, D9c-d,
and one of the brake shoe sets, D10, from
the fret.

Thread the inboard inner hanger, D9c, with
its folded-over boss facing upwards, over
the 0.6mm wire. Slide the hanger down the
wire to rest flat against the face of the jig.
Using the hanger as a template, drill a
0.35mm diameter hole about 1mm into the
jig, at the location of the brake shoe pivot pin.

Thread the shoe set, D10, onto a length of
0.31mm wire, and 'spear' the wire through
the hanger D9c and in to the 0.35mm hole.
Slide the shoe set down the wire onto the
hanger.

Take the outboard inner hanger, D9d, and
orientate it with its shoe pivot nut detail
facing upwards. Thread it on to the 0.35mm
wire and slide it down on to the shoe detail, at
the same time engaging its 0.6mm hole on to
the 0.6mm wire projecting from the jig.
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Align the components and apply flux to the
tread edges of the brake shoe laminations.
Apply a clamping force to hold the components
together. Use a further piece of 0.31mm wire
to align the holes through the lower bosses of
the hangers. Apply solder to the tread edges of
the brake shoe and allow it to flash around the
shoe detail. Do not solder the lower bosses at
this stage.
Use the projecting length of 0.31mm wire to
pull the assembled brake hanger away from
the jig. You may find that you need to give an additional lift with a scalpel blade to slide
the hanger up the 0.6mm wire.
Trim the 0.31mm wire. You can finish it
flush with the nut detail or leave a small
stud projecting: several variations can be
observed on the prototype locos.
Repeat the above for the remaining inner
hangers D9c-d, re-using the 0.35mm hole
drilled in the jig.
Go to one corner of a bogie and cut a
length of 0.6mm wire, about 1-2mm over
the length required to span between the Brake
Lever Bracket (D11) and the subframe side.

Run a 0.6mm drill through the holes in the
brackets and the corresponding holes in the
sides of the bogie subframe, to obtain a sliding
fit for the 0.6mm wire.

Select one of the outer hangers of the correct hand for that corner of the bogie.
Check the fit of the 0.6mm wire through the holes towards the top of the hanger.
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Thread the wire through the hole in the
Brake Lever Support bracket, then through
the holes in the hanger and then through the
hole in the subframe side. Position the wire to
be flush with the outer face of the Brake Lever
Bracket and secure it with solder applied on
the inside face of the subframe side. The brake
hanger should remain free to move on the wire.

Taking the wheelset for this end of the
bogie, insert it into its bearing slots and
hold it in place in mid-travel (that's with the
tops of the bearing carriers level with the top
edges of the subframe), using blu-tak or
similar. You might wish to protect the wheel
treads from flux spatter with a wipe of grease.

Apply flux to the junction between the
hanger and wire. Position and align the
hanger so that the outer face of the brake
shoe is in plane with the outer face of the
wheel (ensure that the lateral play in the
wheelset is taken up towards this side of the
bogie) and the tread of the shoe is concentric
with the running face of the tyre. Solder the
hanger to the wire.
File away any projecting part of the wire
down flush with the outer surface of the
Brake Lever Support bracket.
Repeat the above to fit the outer hanger to
the other side of the bogie. However,
before soldering the hanger in place, measure
across the distance between the hangers and
cut a 0.6mm cross rod to span between the
inboard halves of the hangers +~1mm (this rod
fits in to the 0.6mm holes below the brake
shoes).
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Fit the rod in place and then solder the
second hanger.

To support the inner brake hangers, cut a
cross rod of 0.6mm wire no longer than the
distance between the inside faces of the
bracket details attached to the Bolster
Supports (D7).

Fit this through the holes in the subframe
inside the wheelset and solder firmly in
place.

Selecting one of the inner hangers of
appropriate hand, thread the hanger on to
the end of the cross rod and align it with the
wheelset as above. Solder the hanger in place
at that position.
Repeat for the inside hanger on the other
side of the bogie.

In similar fashion, fit the brake hangers for the other three axles of the loco.
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On each moulded sideframe, remove the
brake shoe and pullrod detail shown in the
shaded areas here. You can use a drill around
1.2mm diameter to start removal of the inner
shoes.

Clean up the surfaces of the remaining
detail.

The final act of fitting the hangers is to cut the inside cross rods between the inside
faces of the subframes. However, we recommend that you postpone this until after
the brake pull rods are fitted.

Brake Pull Rods
Class 26/27
Locate the Pull Rods (D23) on the frets.
Drill the hole in the centre of each rod
0.35mm, and check that the holes in the ends
of the rods and their bosses are clear to pass
0.35mm (they are etched a little larger) (green
arrows 3). Drill the two holes either side of the
centre of each rod to pass the 0.45mm wire
(magenta arrows 4).
Place the fret, with the rods' half etched detail face down, on a hard working surface
and fold over the bosses on each rod - these folds are at 180° with the etched tags
on the insides of the folds.
Remove the rods from the fret. To minimise distortion, cut the tags at the ends of the
rods first.
Make the two folds near the centre of each etch to form the parallel pair of rods.
Take a 3mm length of 0.31mm wire and thread it through the lower boss of one of the
inner brake hangers (D9c/d).
Take one of the pull rod etches and thread the hole in the inside end of each rod over
the 0.31mm wire. Note that the rod with the folded-over boss goes on the inboard
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side of the assembly.
Fit the outer end of the rods over the lower end of the outer brake hangers (D9a/b).
You might need to splay the, slightly to achieve this, and the folded over boss on the
inside rod might not correspond exactly with the position of the lower end of the brake
hanger.
Check that the pull rod is horizontal and adjust the fit so that the outer rod is straight.
Hold together the inner ends of the rods over the lower boss of the inner brake
hangers and solder them together.
Solder the rods to the lower boss of the outer brake hangers.
Run a 0.45mm drill through the two holes in the outer end of the rod. Insert a short
length of 0.45mm wire through the holes, solder in place and trim the ends to project
slightly from the rod.
Insert a short length of 0.31mm wire through the hole in the end of the hanger, solder
in place and trim to represent the projecting end of the brake adjusting screw.
Trim the 0.31mm wire projecting from the inner ends of the rods and finish flush with
the rods.
Make a cut at the centre of the inner pull rod and joggle the two parts of the rod to
clear the inside faces of the wheels.

Class 33
Locate the Pull Rods (D24) on the frets.
Check that the holes in the ends of the
rods and their bosses (at green arrows 3) are
clear to pass 0.35mm (they are etched a little
larger). Drill out the holes in the triangular halfetched detail (at blue arrows 8) to pass the
0.8mm nickel-silver wire provided (the holes are
etched well undersize to avoid losing the
shapes during etching). Drill the two larger
holes in the rod end detail (at magenta arrows 4) to pass the 0.45mm wire.
Place the fret, with the rods' half etched
detail face down, on a hard working surface
and fold over the bosses on each rod - these
folds are at 180° with the etched tags on the
insides of the folds.
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Remove the rods from the fret. To minimise
distortion, cut the tags at the ends of the
rods first.

Make the two folds indicated by the slots
either side of the hexagonal detail at the
centre of each etch to form the parallel pair of
rods.

They look like this when they're done.

Take a length of 0.31mm wire and use it to
locate the inner ends of one of the pull rods
either side of the lower boss of one of the
inner brake hangers (D9c/d). Note that the rod
with the folded-over boss goes on the inboard
side of the assembly, and that the end detail
with the 0.8mm holes is to the top side of the
rods.
Fit the outer end of the rods over the lower
end of the outer brake hangers (D9a/b). You might need to splay the rods slightly to
achieve this, and the folded over boss on the inside rod might not correspond exactly with
the position of the lower end of the brake hanger.
Check that the pull rod is horizontal and adjust the fit so that the outer rod is straight.
Hold together the rods over the lower boss
of the outer brake hangers and solder them
to the boss.
Similarly hold together the inner ends of the
rods over the lower boss of the inner brake
hangers and solder them together.
Trim the 0.31mm wire and finish flush with
the rods.
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rod

Run a 0.45mm drill through the two holes in
the outer end of each pair of rods. Insert a
length of 0.45mm wire through the holes,
solder in place and trim the ends to project
slightly from the rods.

Run a 0.8mm drill through the two holes in
the outer end of each pair of rods. Cut and
finish a 4.1mm length of 0.8mm wire. Insert this
into the holes to project by an equal amount
on each side of the rods. Solder in place.

Make a cut at the centre of each of the
inner pull rods and joggle the two parts of
the rods to clear the inside faces of the
wheels.

Brake Levers
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Locate the Brake Levers (D12) on the detail
frets.
Drill the two pivot holes in each etch to
clear the 0.45mm wire.

Place the detail fret on your working
surface with the fret labelling uppermost.
Fold over the half-etched 'tails' of each Brake
Lever 180°, with the half-etched tag on the
outside of the fold, such that the boss on the
end of each 'tail' lines up with its counterpart
on the lower surface of the end of the lever.
(These tails represent the shackles which
connect the brake levers with the tops of the
outer Brake Hangers, D9a-b).
Cut the levers from the fret and make the
central 180° fold, with the half-etched tag
on the inside of the fold, to bring the two
layers of the lever together, back to back.

Thread the lever on to a length of 0.45mm
wire and remove any remnants of the cut
tags.
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Locate the wire into the hole in one of the
Brake Lever Brackets (D11) at one of the
corners of the bogie which matches the
handing of the lever. Orientate the lever at
about 45° to the subframe side, bringing the
'shackle' in line with the subframe side and
positioning the forked outboard end of the
lever to intersect the centre line of the brake
cylinder on the moulded sideframe.

Solder the lever in place and trim the wire:
flush with the bottom of the bracket and
projecting a little from the top of the lever to
represent the threaded stud of the pivot.

Cut further material from the sideframe
along the lines indicated by the arrows,…

…removing the moulding representing the
actuating rod and the block of material
behind,…
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… to allow the sideframe to slide in to place
under the brake lever.

Repeat for the remaining brake levers.

Handbrake Mechanism
Locate the Hand Brake Frames (D16) on the
detail frets. Remove them from the frets…

… and make the two folds in each one.

Slot the Hand Brake Frames into place on
the inner stretchers. Solder them in place,
applying flux and solder to the joints from the
inner face of each stretcher.
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Locate the Hand Brake Supports (D19) on
the detail frets, and remove them from the
frets.

Fold over the serrated arms of the Hand
Brake Supports to match the profile of the
Hand Brake Frames. You may find it helpful to
make the folds over a former of similar radius,
such as a cocktail stick.

Fit the Hand Brake Supports to the Inner
Stretchers and over the Hand Brake
Frames, and solder in place.
Use a file to remove witness marks of the
half-etched folding guides from the outer
faces of the Hand Brake Supports, to establish
a smooth circular profile.
Drill the two holes at the marked positions
on each Hand Brake Support, 0.35mm dia to
about 0.5mm depth (you will be drilling in to
the Hand Brake Frame).
Locate the Handbrake Linkage etches (D17)
on the detail frets. Drill the holes in the
pivot bosses 0.35mm.
Place the detail fret on your work surface
with its labelling facing downwards. Fold
over the pivot bosses of the Handbrake
Linkages (D17) 180°, with the etched tags on
the insides of the folds. Align the holes in the
bosses and cut the linkages from the fret. Note
that they are quite fragile and handle them
with care.
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Identify the top of each linkage as being
the face showing the etched detail of the
slotted link (the bosses being folded on to the
bottom face of the linkage).
Make a 90° fold in the squared, half-etched
end of each linkage at the location
indicated by the slot in the half etch, the fold
turning downwards with respect to the
orientation defined above.
Pass a length of 0.31mm wire through the
pivot boss of the linkage. With the folded
over boss facing downwards, engage the wire
into the hole in the appropriate side of the
Hand Brake Support, and align the linkage so
that the folded down squared end locates in
the notch of the Brake Lever Support bracket
(D11) - if it doesn't quite align, anywhere on
the edge of the Brake Lever will do. Solder the
pivot boss of the linkage to the Hand Brake
Support.
Using a lump of Blu-tak to hold the Brake Lever in position (the solder retaining it will
probably melt), tack solder the outer end of the handbrake linkage to the Brake Lever.
Trim off the protruding 0.31mm wire, leaving a small stub to represent the pivot.
Repeat for the other three Hand Brake
Linkages.

Locate the Hand Brake Pull etches (D18) on
the detail frets. Remove the etches from
the frets.

Make a 180° bend, with the half etch on
the inside of the fold, at the centre of each
Hand Brake Pull to fold the two symmetrical
parts of the etches back to back. Hold the fold
closed and tack-solder the projecting 'wires' at
the ends remote from the fold.
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Slide the Hand Brake Pull over the opposing
arms of the Hand Brake Linkages, with the
rounded bosses at the ends of its rods
positioned over and under the arms of the
linkages where the pivot points would be, the
half-etched rods uppermost. The Hand Brake
Pull will also rest on the upstand in the centre
of the Hand Brake Frame. It will slope down a
little towards the centre of the bogie.

Solder the Hand Brake Pull in place and,
when you have recovered sufficiently,
repeat for the other bogie.

AWS Support
Locate the two parts of the AWS Support
etch, D1a-b, on one of the detail frets, and
remove them from the fret.
Note that the AWS detector is fitted
only to one bogie, at the No. 2 end (the
bogie at the opposite end of the loco to the
roof fan, the one which also carries the
speedometer cable).
Make the pair of folds to form the lateral
vertical parts of the AWS Support Bracket,
D1a.
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Fold up the two side members of the AWS
Support Bracket.

The bracket with all folds made.

Fit the AWS Support Bracket into the slots
in the lower face of the Outer Stretcher of
the relevant bogie, and solder in place.

Fit the AWS Support Plank, D1b, to the
lower edges of the AWS Support Bracket,
and solder in place.

Outer End Detail
End Detail - Class 26/27
Locate the End Detail etches (D13) on the detail frets, and remove them from the
frets.
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Make the 180° folds, with the etched tags on the insides of the folds, to fold the
guard iron parts back on to the face of the detail.
Make the normal 90° folds to form the ribs of the guard irons.
Determine whether you wish to retain the mounting brackets which are fitted to the
front face of the outer stretchers, or display the 'five-hole' mounting points where the
brackets once were. If the latter, remove the half-etchings representing the brackets
from the etch.
If retaining the brackets, place the end detail face-down on your working surface and
fold upwards 90° the ends of the half-etched brackets, folding at the locations
indicated by the slots in the half etch. Then fold each half of each bracket 180°, with the
etched tags on the insides of the folds, over the front of the etch to obscure the 'fivehole' detail.
Offer the End Detail up to the Outer Stretcher of the bogie and ensure that it sits
snugly within the various slots and edges which make up the stretcher.
Fit the primary springs in place in the bogie frame, mark and cut them very carefully so
that they are just long enough to pass through the inner face of the outer end
stretcher, without extending beyond it to touch the rear face of the End Detail.
Fit the End Detail in place and secure it with solder or adhesive.
Offer up the plastic sideframes into place and thin down their transom stubs to fit
behind the End Detail.

End Detail - Class 33
Locate the End Detail, D14, and Guard
Stiffener, D15, etches on the detail frets
and remove them from the frets.
Proceed with care throughout to make the
following folds. Much of the body of the
components is half etched and of a similar
strength to the folding tags. Support the
components well when folding to avoid
distorting them.

Fold over the kick plates at the end of each
guard iron: these folds are 180°, with the
etched tags on the inside of the folds.
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Fold forward the half-etched brackets:
these folds are to 90°, with the half-etched
tags, unusually, on the outside of the folds.

The half-etched bracket folded.

Fold over the guard irons, 180° down the
back of the End Detail plank, with the halfetched tags on the inside of the folds.

Fold the guard iron forwards, at an angle
which matches that half-etched on to the
stiffener, at the top of its half-etched section
where it emerges from behind the End Detail
plank. Make this fold against a hard surface, to
support the half-etch to prevent it curving
along its length.
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Behind the folded over kick-plate of each
guard iron, is a fold line. Make this fold to
bring the lower part of the guard iron back
parallel with the front face of the end detail.

Select one of the Guard Stiffeners (D15).
They are handed, their plain sides should
face outboard when fitted. Insert the stiffener
into the slot running through the guard iron,
and adjust the angles of the previous two folds
to match the profile half etched into the
stiffener.

Locate the stiffener within the end detail
etch. You may find it useful to support the
stiffener over the edge of a piece of jig
material…

…and place the stretcher on top of it.
When you are satisfied with the shape of
the guard iron and the fit of the stiffener,
apply some flux around the joints of the
assembly. Touch a lightly loaded soldering iron
onto the extreme lower end of the guard iron
and allow the solder to flow naturally around
the joints.
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The rear edge of the stiffener needs to
finish flush with the rear face of the end
detail.

Repeat for the other guard iron and
stiffener.

Ensure that the kick plates are firmly
secured by solder, then file away their
projecting fold-over tags.

Offer the End Detail up to the Outer
Stretcher of the bogie and ensure that it
sits snugly within the various slots and edges
which make up the stretcher.
Fit the primary springs in place in the bogie
frame, mark and cut them very carefully so
that they are just long enough to pass through
the inner face of the outer end stretcher,
without extending beyond the line of the
stretcher's flanges where they would touch the
rear face of the End Detail.
Mark the extent of the end detail on to the
end stretchers, offer up the plastic
sideframes, mark the edge of the detail on to
the transom stubs of the sideframes and
shorten them accordingly.
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Fix the end detail in place. Note that it
forms a closed box with the end stretcher,
especially at the end with the AWS Support
Bracket: you may wish to use a non-corrosive
flux, or glue rather than solder.
Fit the sideframes and make any final
adjustments to their fit with the end detail.

Finishing Touches
Chemically blacken the brass components, if desired.
The following two instructions apply to
the Class 33 detailing parts only, which
have air operated adjusters fitted at the outer
ends of their brake pull rods. The first few
Class 26/0s were also fitted with similar
adjusters when they were modified for use on
MGR trains in Scotland.
Insert a short section of rubber rod (we
used a segment of a 20mm rubber O ring,
which was about 1.8mm diam.) between the
base of each brake hanger and the 0.45mm wire passing across the adjuster detail - this
represents the gaiter between the adjuster and the brake hanger. Retain in place with
superglue.
Using a fine grained filler, fill out the body of each adjuster.
On newer models, the secondary
suspension
details
are
separate
mouldings attached to the bogie sideframes.
Those shown here are from an older model on
which the details are moulded as part of the
sideframe. At an earlier stage in these
instructions, they were cut from the
sideframes.
The arrangement on their newer models allows
Heljan to substitute leaf spring mouldings for the coils, where appropriate. If this applies
to your model, proceed in a similar manner to that outlined below (at an earlier stage in
these instructions we covered the variation in assembly and finishing of the spring planks
to match with the leaf springs).
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If you have the earlier pattern detail
moulding, invert it. Trim off the hanger
details and the remnants of the moulding above
the springs. If you have the later pattern
moulding, you may not have to invert it, but
trim it anyway to leave the two springs and
damper connected by a top bar as shown. The
top bar should span between the angle bracket
details of the Bolster Supports. If you are
modelling suspension with the outside hangers,
the top bar will need to be longer than shown.
Conversely, with inside hanger brackets, you may need to trim down the sides of the
springs to fit between the brackets (they're moulded as flattened semi-circles).
If you have inverted the spring moulding,
you may wish to remove the damper, which
is now the wrong way up, for replacement
later. Note also that the damper is not, in
reality, on the same centre line as the springs.
If it has been moulded that way, you might
wish to reposition it anyway (be warned
though, it does get a bit fiddly).

Glue the moulding into position between the
hanger brackets, with the front edges of
the springs lined up with the cups etched into
the brass bolsters…

…ensuring that the springs are vertical and
that the face of the top bar does not fall
outside the line of the brackets.
Compare the profile of the moulded
spring plank with the correctly measured
profile of the etches.
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Carefully trim the damper to length and glue
it in position. Its correct position is centred
on the outer of the two square apertures in
the upper laminate of the spring plank.

Representation of the AWS gear would be completed by a cylindrical stud, 2.3mm
diameter and 1.5mm deep, mounted on the lower face of the Support Plank with its
centre at the etched hole in the plank.
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Heljan Class 26/27/33: Modifying
the Drive Unit
This section describes the operations involved in modifying the drive unit for each
bogie. In previous stages, we have removed the cosmetic sideframe mouldings and
wheelsets, leaving the unit with its top cover in place and lower undertray removed.
Remove the pickup contact strips from the
sideframe support pillars.
Remove the top cover, separate the two
halves and extract all moving parts from
the plastic shells, making careful note of the
their positions and putting them safely to one
side, shielded from sawdust and filings.
Cut down the sideframe support pillars to leave about 1.0 - 1.5mm projecting from the
sides of the drive unit.
Cut the pivot hole tag from the top cover
of the drive unit. File the remainder of the
tag down flush with the top surface of the
cover.

Remove the coupler pocket. Shorten the
forked spring mouldings associated with the
coupler.

Remove the moulded bumps from the lower
surface of the undertray; they may be
taken down flush without making a hole in the
moulding.
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Remove the extensions from the inner ends of the drive unit mouldings, beyond the
casing of the gear-train.
Clean up the plastic mouldings to remove dust and swarf. Re-assemble the moving
components into the shells of the drive unit, and clip on the top cover.
The following operations check the match between the axle centres of the drive
unit and the etched bogie subframe. It will probably not be necessary to relieve the
axle slots, but we need to check just in case there is any variation in the wheelbase of
the plastic drive mouldings.
The illustrations show a Hymek bogie, but the principles are the same.
Remove the assembled bogies from the loco. Unclip the secondary springs and remove
the bolsters.
Take one of the bogies and its associated
drive unit. Orientate the drive unit, with the
socket for the cardan shaft facing the inner
end of the bogie, and place the drive unit over
the axles.
Check that the arched mouldings on the
drive unit fit loosely between the axle
bearings. Trim them down if required.
Unclip and withdraw the primary springs.

Invert the assembly and lift off the
subframe, allowing the axles to drop from
the subframe and remain in their slots in the
drive unit. Clip the undertray on to the drive
unit.

Refit the drive unit and wheelsets into the
subframe. Place the subframe on to a
raised support so that the bearings can drop
down to the bottoms of their slots.
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Check that the drive unit and axles move
freely up and down within the slots in the
subframe, both when the bases of the unit and
subframe are parallel, and when one axle is
raised 1mm with respect to the other.
If the free up and down movement is not
obtained, dismantle the components and
remove the undertray of the drive unit. Relieve
very slightly the inner or outer faces of the
slots in the drive unit until free movement is
achieved. There should be no need to remove
more than, at most, a thin sliver of material.
Repeat the checks for the other bogie.
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Heljan 4-wheel Bogies: Pickups
and Power
There are several options for arranging power pickups and you may have your own
preference. We describe here a method which we applied successfully.
Remove the undertrays and wheelsets from the drive unit.
Using a razor or piercing saw, make a
vertical cut, flush with the side of the drive
unit, about one-third to half way down through
the residual stubs of each of the sideframe
mounting pillars.
Degrease thoroughly the phosphor bronze
pickup strips, the sides of the drive unit
around and between the stubs of the sideframe
mounting pillars, and the top face of the drive
unit under the drive coupling. Roughen those
areas of the drive unit by scoring with a sharp
knife.
Twist the ends of the pickup strips through
90°, so that the dimples in the extreme
ends are facing downwards.
Hold the main part of the strip in a hand
vice or pliers and use a further pair of
pliers, about 1.5mm away, to make the bend in
a single action. Take care, as the strip will
quickly become brittle if overworked.
Bend the ends of the strips outwards, and
ensure that the bases of the strips, over
and between the mounting points, are flat.
Using quick-set epoxy, glue the strips into
place, locating them in the sawn slots at
the bases of the sideframe pillar stubs (Refer
to your note of which wire goes to which side).
Allow time for the glue to set and gather
strength.
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Offer up the wheelsets into the units,
ensuring that they are in the correct slots
and orientations, and adjust the pick up strips
to bear lightly on the wheel flanges.

Re-fit the undertrays to the drive units,
securing the wheelsets in place.
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Heljan Class 26/27/33: Final
Assembly
Orientate the drive units, with universal
drive couplings facing the inner end of each
bogie, and slot each unit into its subframe.
Ensure that all the bearing carriers are
correctly
engaged in their slots in the
subframes.

Re-fit the primary springs, and check for
free vertical movement of the axle bearings
in their slots.
Re-fit the plastic sideframes, ensuring that
the ends of the primary springs are retained
under the stubs of the inner transoms.

Re-fit the bolsters to their subframes.
Check that there are no short circuits
between the etched bogie components and the
pickups.
Clip the drive shafts into their sockets on
the bogie drive units. On our loco there is a
'click' as they slot into place and they are
positively retained by the sockets.

From underneath the loco, offer up the
bogie into its aperture in the chassis block.
You will need to get the bogie as far forward
as possible in the aperture, with the free end
of the drive shaft resting on the 'land' in the
chassis block in front of the flywheel.
Engage the free end of the drive shaft into
its socket on the motor shaft, then bring
the bogie fully up into position.
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Check for free rotation of the motor shaft and correct location of the drive shaft.
Align the holes in the bolster top and pivot
frame. Insert the insulator, washer (if
desired) and pivot screw and tighten the screw
to secure the bogie.
Repeat for the installation of the other
bogie.

Place the loco on its wheels on a flat, level
surface. Remove the two pivot screws,
washers and insulators.
Using a cocktail stick or thin wire, introduce
a drop of thread locking fluid into the
captive nuts at the top of each bolster.
Refit the insulators, washers and screws.
Tighten the screws until there is just a very
light preload between the bolster top and pivot
frame. You are aiming for a setting which
allows the bogie to swivel freely (important), but prevents the bolster from rocking in the
frame (less important).
Give the thread locker a little time to set.
Re-seat the circuit board into its rubber
clips, and plug in the connectors to the
bogie pickup wires.
Place the locomotive on some track and
give it a test run under power.
Run the locomotive in gently at first. If the
loco does not run freely or begins to bind
up at any point, pay particular attention to
lubrication of the axle bearings. You can feel
for any binding by rotating the wheel rims with
the fingers - there is enough slack in the drive
gears that you should be able to distinguish between a binding and a free wheelset.
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All being well, thats it!
Finally, replace the body of the locomotive.
IMPORTANT NOTE: If you need to remove the
body subsequently, please DO NOT at any
stage attempt to pull the chassis from the loco
by pulling on the bogies, as this may damage
the secondary spring mountings.
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